
Cobia: 
Minimum Size Limits:   37" 
Possession Limits:  2 per day, per person  
Seasons:  All year
Cobia are a summer visitor in our waters and are typically found along our beaches mixed in with the bunker 
schools. Cobia are a great fighting fish and can weigh over 50 pounds. Cobia are also a delicious eating fish and 
can be cooked in a variety of ways. The best way to catch Cobia would be bait like bunker or mackerel. Lures for 
these fish include poppers, darters and diamond jigs. 

Sundials or Windowpane flounder
Size Limit-Bag Limit-Season: No Restrictions.
They are very thin flounders It's mouth is relatively large with 
tiny needle-like teeth.They are mostly caught when fishing for 
f luke or other types of flounder.You can fish for 
windowpanes with baits of sandworms, squid, or clam. A 
tasty fish, however Younger windowpanes are so thin that 
they appear transparent.  

Oyster Toadfish 
Size Limit:10”- Bag Limit:3 Per Day- Season: 7/16-5/14
Toadfish feed on sandworms, squid, and clam. 
Although they are edible, oyster toadfish are rarely eaten 
because they are ugly and slimy. 

False Albacore AKA Albies
Size Limit-Bag Limit-Season: No Restrictions.
Poor eating.  One of the most prized gamefish of fall 
fishing in the Northeast is the false albacore. Their 
explosive hits and drag-screaming runs are unmatched 
by any other species in our waters.

Stargazer (fish) “Fish Facts”
The stargazers are a fish that have eyes on top of their 
heads. Also have a large, upward-facing mouth in a 
large head. They have two large venomous spines 
situated behind their opercles and above their pectoral 
fins. The species may also cause electric shocks. 
they have been called "the meanest things in creation.”

The Atlantic Spanish Mackerel is a migratory 
species of mackerels that swims to the Northern 
Gulf of Mexico in spring, returns to south Florida 
in the Eastern Gulf, and to Mexico in the Western 
Gulf in the fall. Wikipedia-EXCELLENT 
EATING…SIZE LIMIT: 14" - BAG LIMIT 15 - 
OPEN ALL YEAR

Dogfish
"Depending on who is doing the dining, shark meat tastes like 
chicken — or roadkill." It's meaty and mild — but has to be soaked 
well before it's eaten because sharks urinate through their skin.  
Note:Spiny dogfish have sharp, venomous spines in front of both 
dorsal fins.
Can be caught on almost any bait while fishing using a bottom rig. 
Smooth Dogfish or Spiny Dogfish: Size Limit-Bag Limit-Season: 
No Restrictions.

New York State Sallwater FISHING REGISTRATION. . (631) 654-2311   
If you are saltwater recreational fishing; you need to register.    This is a FREE registry.   
Please be sure to follow all laws and regulations in the waters in which you are fishing.  Anglers will need to provide their name, 
date of birth, address and telephone number, and will receive a registration number that will allow them to begin fishing 
immediately.  Exceptions include anglers who are under the age of 16.


